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DESY 11-182UT-11-34RESCEU-31/11Phase transition and monopole prodution insupergravity inationKohei KamadaDeutshes Elektronen-Synhrotron DESY,Notkestra�e 85, D-22607 Hamburg, GermanyKazunori NakayamaDepartment of Physis, Graduate Shool of Siene,The University of Tokyo, Tokyo 113-0033, JapanJun'ihi YokoyamaResearh Center for the Early Universe (RESCEU), Graduate Shool of Siene,The University of Tokyo, Tokyo 113-0033, Japan andInstitute for the Physis and Mathematis of the Universe (IPMU),The University of Tokyo, Kashiwa, Chiba, 277-8568, Japan(Dated: February 13, 2012)AbstratIn F-term supergravity ination models, salar �elds other than the inaton generially reeive aHubble-indued mass, whih may restore gauge symmetries during ination and phase transitionsmay our during or after ination as the Hubble parameter dereases. We study monopole (anddomain wall) prodution assoiated with suh a phase transition in haoti ination in supergravityand obtain a severe onstraint on the symmetry breaking sale whih is related with the tensor-to-salar ratio. Depending on model parameters, it is possible that monopoles are suÆiently dilutedto be free from urrent onstraints but still observable by planned experiments.
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I. INTRODUCTIONAlthough the standard model (SM) of partile physis has been tested with great au-ray, there remain many issues that the SM annot explain, suh as the origin of dark matteror the hierarhy between the eletroweak sale and the Plank sale. Thus, we need physisbeyond the SM. One of the most promising andidates is supersymmetry (SUSY) [1℄, whihan solve the above problems naturally. Moreover, the running of gauge oupling onstantsin SUSY suggests the uni�ation of gauge interations.In the grand uni�ed theories (GUTs) [2, 3℄, the gauge interation is desribed by a gaugegroup GGUT with a single gauge oupling onstant, whih ontains the standard model gaugegroup, GSM = SU(3)C � SU(2)L� U(1)Y , as a subgroup. Thus far, many models of GUTs,espeially its supersymmetri version (SUSY GUTs) have been proposed, suh as thosebased on SU(5) or SO(10). Some of them diretly break down to GSM and others have oneor more intermediate symmetry groups between GGUT and GSM. Phenomenologial aspetsof GUTs have been studied intensively [2℄. The idea of GUT has also opened a window forstudying the early Universe suh as baryogenesis [4℄.However, there is a severe problem in GUTs. When the GUT gauge symmetry and otherintermediate symmetry breaks down, topologial defets [5℄ suh as (magneti) monopoles[6, 7℄, strings or domain walls are formed through the Kibble mehanism [8℄. In partiular,magneti monopoles are inevitably produed during the ourse of GUT phase transitiondown to U(1)Y . They are opiously produed and overlose the Universe1, although thedetail of monopole prodution depends on the pattern of symmetry breaking [12℄.Ination [13, 14℄ was proposed as a solution to this problem beause inationary ex-pansion of the Universe dilutes monopoles suÆiently. It an also solve other osmologialproblems suh as horizon and atness problems and aount for the origin of primordialutuations. Now it is a part of \standard" osmology. In order for the monopoles tobe diluted suÆiently, ination must take plae after the phase transition. On the otherhand, senarios in whih phase transition takes plae after ination are ruled out unlessone assumes an arti�ial mehanism to dilute them suh as thermal ination [15, 16℄. Inorder for the GUT symmetry not to be restored after ination, the reheating temperature1 This problem is also disussed in the ontext of hybrid ination models based on SUSY GUTs [9{11℄.2



after ination must be muh smaller than the GUT sale. Otherwise, thermal e�ets mightstabilize the Higgs at the origin where the symmetry is restored.In this paper, we emphasize that not only the reheating temperature, but also the Hubblesale during ination must be smaller than the GUT sale in order to avoid the monopoleproblem in the ontext of F-term ination models in supergravity [17℄. A typial featureof F-term ination models is the appearane of the Hubble-indued mass [18℄ to any salar�eld, whih is inevitable unless one assumes some shift symmetries [19, 20℄ or non-anonialK�ahler potential. At the onset of ination, the Hubble parameter is very large and gradu-ally dereases during ination. The Higgs �eld responsible for the symmetry breaking alsoaquires the Hubble-indued mass, and it may be this Hubble mass term that ontrols thephase transition [21℄ in the way quite similar to the urvature indued phase transitionsproposed in Refs. [22{24℄. In partiular, it is possible that the phase transition takes plaeduring ination2. This onsideration leads us to the onlusion that the symmetry breakingsale must be larger than the Hubble sale of ination.Among many (F-term) ination models, haoti ination [20, 27℄ is one of the most inter-esting models from this viewpoint. It is one of the simplest models of ination and preditslarge tensor perturbation that an be deteted by PLANCK [28, 29℄, with its energy salelose to the GUT sale � 1016GeV. Therefore, if future detetion of B-mode polariza-tion on�rms the haoti ination, the symmetry breaking sale will be tightly onstrained.Moreover, it may be expeted that the spontaneous symmetry breaking of GUT, or otherintermediate symmetries, takes plae during haoti ination. In suh a ase, the expetedmonopole ux may be within the reah of future experiments.In this paper, we fous on the haoti ination model [20, 27℄ and study the featureof phase transition in detail. We �nd that the symmetry breaking sale assoiated withmonopole prodution must be large enough so that it ours well before the end of ination.We arefully estimate the number density of monopoles at the time of the phase transitionduring haoti ination. We �nd that the symmetry breaking sale M is bounded belowas M > (1 � 4) � 1013��1GeV depending on the reheating temperature, with � being theoupling onstant in the model, if the B-mode of the CMB polarization is deteted by2 Senarios where phase transition takes plae at a late stage of ination by introduing a oupling betweenthe Higgs �eld and inaton [25, 26℄ have also been proposed, although some of whih foused on theosmi string formation. 3



on-going and future experiments suh as PLANCK [28, 29℄, QUIET+PolarBeaR [30℄ orLiteBIRD [30, 31℄. If the reheating temperature of the Universe is determined by preisemeasurements of CMB [32℄ or the detetion of inationary gravitational waves [33℄, thisonstraint beomes severer. Moreover, we �nd that there are parameter spae where thediret detetion of monopoles an be expeted.This paper is organized as follows. In the next setion, we make a general disussion onthe phase transition during ination. In Se. III, we investigate the ase of haoti inationand monopole prodution quantitatively. The �nal setion is devoted to onlusions anddisussion.II. PHASE TRANSITION IN F-TERM INFLATIONMonopoles are topologial defets that are formed when a gauge group G breaks down toa subgroup H of G if the homotopy group satis�es �2(G=H) 6= 0. The spontaneous breakingof GUT and other intermediate symmetries down to the SM gauge group generally preditmonopole prodution [12℄.When a salar multiplet that has a gauge harge of G aquires a nonvanishing expetationvalue, spontaneous symmetry breaking takes plae. To be onrete, let us onsider followingsuperpotentials for the Higgs �eld,W = �S �Tr�2 �M2� ; (1)where the supermultiplet � is adjoint representation of G = SU(N), or,W = �S �H �H �M2� ; (2)where the supermultiplets H( �H) are (anti-) fundamental representations of G, orW = �S �����M2� ; (3)where supermultiplets �(��) are (anti-)fundamental representations ofG0 with G = G0�U(1)and oppositely harged under U(1) and so on. Here S is an additional singlet, � is a numerialoeÆient, whih is taken to be real and positive, less than O(1), andM is a mass parameterorresponding to the symmetry breaking sale. If the system has a monopole solution, there4



are at least three salar degrees of freedom whose potential an be redued toV = 12�2 3Xa=1 �2a � 2M2!2 ; (4)after �eld rede�nition and imposing D-at ondition. Here �a(a = 1; 2; 3) is real salardegrees of freedom. Equation (4) has a vauum at S = 0;Pa �2a = 2M2, around whihthe G is spontaneously broken. An illustrative example is a left-right symmetri groupSU(2)L�SU(2)R�U(1)B�L, broken by the VEV of an adjoint representation � of SU(2)R,whih is further followed by the suessive phase transition U(1)R � U(1)B�L ! U(1)Y .This disussion is general in all the symmetry breaking that predits monopole prodution.More onrete models will be disussed in Se. III C. Hereafter we mainly use � as a Higgsmultiplet symbolially but the result is general.Before going into the disussion of phase transition during ination, let us briey see thephase transition triggered by thermal e�ets. The usual thermal phase transition proeedsas follows. At a high temperature, the Higgs �eld aquires a large thermal mass of orderof � T 2�2a and hene it is stabilized at the origin. As the temperature of the Universedereases, the bare tahyoni mass ��2M2�2a overwhelms thermal mass. At that time theHiggs �eld beomes unstable and phase transition takes plae produing monopoles. Themonopole mass is given by [6, 7℄, Mm ' 4�MgG ; (5)where gG is the gauge oupling onstant. The monopole is so heavy that we an neglet thee�et of monopole annihilation [22℄. Without a dilution mehanism [34℄, they would soonoverlose the Universe. In order to avoid the monopole overprodution in thermal phasetransition, the reheating temperature after ination annot be higher than the GUT sale.In SUSY, however, there is an even more strit upper bound on the reheating temperatureas TR . 106�9GeV for avoiding the overprodution of the gravitino [35℄. Thus the GUTsymmetry is likely never restored thermally after ination.Instead, the symmetry may be restored and the phase transition may be triggered by theHubble-indued mass, whih we fous on hereafter. Assuming anonial K�ahler potential forthe Higgs multiplet(s), the salar potential of the system inludes a Hubble-indued mass[18℄, V (�a) 3 exp� j�j2M2G� �����Winf��inf ����2 ' 32H2�2a; (6)5



where �inf is the inaton, Winf is its superpotential and MG is the redued Plank mass3.Here we have used the Friedmann equation3H2M2G = V (�inf) = �����Winf��inf ����2 : (7)If �M < H at the end of ination, the symmetry is not broken until the Hubble parameterdereases to � �M . Thus, monopoles are produed after ination, whih leads to a osmo-logial disaster. On the other hand, if �M � H at the end of ination, the symmetry isbroken before the end of ination and monopoles an be diluted suÆiently. Moreover, it ispossible that the phase transition takes plae just before the end of ination if the Hubbleparameter dereases with a sizable rate during ination.This argument o�ers us an important suggestion. In supersymmetri F-term inationmodels, the symmetry breaking sales of GUT and other intermediate symmetries that areassoiated with monopole (or domain wall) prodution must be larger than the Hubbleparameter during ination. Note that GUT gauge group GGUT does not have to breakdiretly down to GSM but it is possible that there are one or more gauge groups betweenGGUT and GSM, as has been mentioned. Therefore, there an be several breaking salesbelow the GUT sale (� 1016 GeV). All these symmetry breaking sales are onstrainedby this ondition, if the orresponding symmetry breaking is assoiated with monopole ordomain wall prodution.Atually, the Hubble parameter during ination an be proved by the observation ofB-mode polarization in CMB. Tensor perturbation in the primordial perturbation, whih isimprinted in the B-mode polarization, is related to the Hubble parameter during inationas PT = 8M2G �H2��2�����H=k=a : (8)If the satellite experiments suh as Plank [28, 29℄ or LiteBird [30, 31℄, or the ground-baseddetetors suh QUIET+PolarBeaR [30℄ detet the B-mode of the CMB polarization in thenear future, GUT and other intermediate breaking sales will be severely onstrained asM > 1013��1 GeV (10�12��1GeV) for r = 0:1(10�3) .3 Here �inf should be regarded as the �eld whose F-term dominates the potential energy during ination.It neessarily does not oinide with the inaton in a usual sense, whih is a slowly rolling salar �eld inthe potential. 6



Interestingly enough, as noted earlier, the phase transition may take plae just before theend of ination. In suh a ase the dilution of monopoles is rather mild, and an observableamount of monopoles may be left in the Universe. The preise onstraint on the symmetrybreaking sale M depends on when the phase transition took plae. It is interesting if thephase transition takes plae slightly before the end of ination, beause monopole searhessuh as IeCube [36℄, ombined with the detetion of B-mode, will provide us with usefulinformation on the GUT symmetry breaking. We will investigate in detail the possibility ofthe phase transition and monopole prodution during ination in the next setion.Note that there is muh literature that disusses the monopole problem assoiated withthe superpotential of the form Eqs. (1), (2), or (3), espeially in the ination models embed-ded in the Higgs setor of the GUT symmetry breaking. For example, in Ref. [10℄, the shiftedination is embedded in the SU(5) GUT model and the monopole problem is avoided by vi-olating the SU(5) gauge symmetry during the ourse of ination already. In Ref. [11℄, a atdiretion in GUT (to be onrete, they hoose Pati-Salam and SO(10) models) is identi�edwith the inaton for hybrid ination and GUT symmetry is broken already during inationthanks to the higher dimensional operators. In Ref. [37℄, nonminimal \Higgs" ination isembedded in the Pati-Salam model and the monopole problem is avoided by identifying theHiggs �eld with the inaton for the haoti ination, whih means that Pati-Salam gaugesymmetry is already broken during the ourse of ination. Other reent studies are listed inRef. [38℄. Generally, however, ination does not need to be embedded in the GUT-breakingsetor4. In this ase, GUT symmetry restoration during ination due to the large Hubble-indued mass and sueeding phase transition is inevitable if the Hubble parameter duringination is large enough as we have seen above. Moreover, sine the symmetry preservingstate must not be the loal potential minimum, superpotential of the form Eqs. (1), (2), or(3) is needed. Here, we fous on suh a ase although the superpotential has a similar formto that for the hybrid ination.4 Ination models embedded in the SUSY-breaking setor are disussed in, for example, Ref. [39℄.
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III. MONOPOLE PRODUCTION IN CHAOTIC INFLATIONA. Monopole Prodution during Chaoti InationIn this setion, we investigate monopole prodution during haoti ination in supergrav-ity [20℄. The energy sale at the end of haoti ination is around 1013 GeV, whih is loseto the reasonable GUT and other intermediate symmetry breaking sales. Therefore, it isworth fousing on this spei� ination model.The K�ahler and superpotential for the model we adopt here areK = 12(� + �y)2 + jXj2 + jSj2 + j�j2; (9)W = mX� + �S �Tr�2 �M2� ; (10)where � is the inaton and X is an additional singlet, m is the inaton mass and M is thesymmetry breaking sale. We impose R-symmetry and disrete Z2 symmetry in order tosuppress all other unwanted ouplings suh as X�2; S�; et5. Charge assignments on the�elds are shown in Table I. In this model, the imaginary part of �, ' � Im�=p2 ats asthe inaton beause the shift symmetry in the K�ahler potential, � ! � + i where  is areal parameter, protets it from obtaining the exponential growth of the salar potential.Expliitly, the salar potential inludes a term likeV = eK �DiWKi�jD�jW � � 3M2G jW j2� 3 3H2M2G exp�2(Re�)2M2G � ; (11)where DiW � �W��i + 1M2G �K��iW; Ki�j � � �2K��i���j��1 : (12)This potential has a vauum at� = X = S = 0; 3Xa=1 �2a = 2M2; (13)where �a is the e�etive real salar degree of freedom of the Higgs �eld �. Around thisminimum, the Higgs �elds have a mass of �M and massive gauge bosons aquire a mass ofgGM .5 Notie that the term �S�2 in the superpotential is allowed by these symmetries but it breaks the shiftsymmetry of �. Taking the inaton mass m as an order parameter of the shift symmetry breaking, weexpet that the oupling onstant � is suppressed enough, say � � m2 � 10�10 in Plank units. Thus, thefollowing disussion does not hange. 8



� X S �R 0 +2 +2 0Z2 �1 �1 0 0TABLE I: Charge assignments on super�elds in the model under the R-symmetry and Z2-symmetry.The inaton ' has a simple quadrati potential beyond the Plank sale. If ' aquiresa large �eld value, ' � MG, it enters the slow-roll regime and ination takes plae. Theequation of motion is given by 3H(') _'+m2' = 0; (14)3H2(')M2G = 12m2'2; (15)The slow-roll ondition is violated at ' ' 'e � p2MG, when ination is terminated. Thenumber of e-folds of ination from ' to 'e readsN (') = 1M2G Z ''e VV 0d' = 14M2G ('2 � 2M2G): (16)Observable quantities, suh as the magnitude of the power spetrum of the urvature per-turbation PR, the salar spetral index of primordial urvature perturbation, ns, and thetensor-to-salar ratio, r, are expressed in terms of the number of e-folds when observablesales exit the horizon as follows,PR = 124�2� VM4G ' 4m23�2M2GN 4COBE; (17)ns � 1 = �6�+ 2� ' � 2NCOBE ; (18)r = 16� ' 8NCOBE : (19)where NCOBE ' 50� 60 depending on the reheating temperature. Here � = (M2G=2)(V 0=V )2and � = M2G(V 00=V ) are slow-roll parameters. The present observation, PR = 2:4 � 10�9[43℄, determines the mass of the inaton to be m � 1013 GeV. The tensor-to-salar ratio ispredited to be r � 0:13� 0:16, whih is expeted to be deteted by PLANCK [28, 29℄.
9



During ination, the relevant part of the salar potential is given by6V = 12m2'2 +m2jXj2 + 3H2(') 12�2 + jSj2 + 12Xa �2a!+ 12�2 Xa �2a � 2M2!2 : (20)The mass eigenvalue of the Higgs �elds around the origin readsm2� = 3H2(')� �2M2: (21)If the Hubble parameter is large enough, all the �elds exept for ' and X quikly settle downto the origin beause of the Hubble-indued masses. Then the gauge symmetry is restored.X also has a mass of m and hene its evolution is desribed by the slow-roll equation.However, in the ase where ' � jXj, whih we onsider here, it does not inuene theinaton dynamis and the density perturbations [20℄.Now we see how the phase transition and monopole prodution proeed, following thearguments of Ref. [24℄. When the Hubble parameter is large enough, the Higgs �elds settledown to the origin. As the Hubble parameter dereases, the mass eigenvalue of Higgs �elds[Eq. (21)℄ beomes negative. As the symmetri state � = 0 beomes unstable, it starts tofall down towards the true vauum. One may expet that the phase transition takes plaewhen the minus of the Higgs mass squared beomes as large as the Hubble parameter,m2� = V 00(� = 0) = �H2('); (22)when the slow-roll onditions for the Higgs �elds are violated and their dynamis is governedby the lassial potential fore. However, in the present ase where the e�etive mass is timedependent, this treatment may not be valid. In order to treat the behavior of the Higgs �eldsaround the epoh of phase transition appropriately, we adopt the stohasti approah [44, 45℄.When the Higgs �eld is in the slow-roll regime with jV 00(� = 0)j . H2('), a oarse-grainedor a long-wavelength mode of the Higgs �eld obeys the Langevin equation [44, 45℄,d�(x;N )dN = � V 0(�)3H2(N ) + f(x;N )H(N ) ; (23)where N � log a(t) � log a(t0) is the number of e-folds from t0 to t (t0 is an initial timethat an be taken arbitrarily) and f(x;N ) is a stohasti noise whose orrelation funtion6 If there exists a nonminimal K�ahler potential like kjX j2j�j2=M2G, the Higgs �eld reeives an additionalHubble mass orretion. This does not modify the following arguments as long as jkj . 1.10



is given by hf(x;N1)f(x;N2)i = H4(N1)4�2 Æ(N1 �N2); hf(x;N )i = 0: (24)The �rst term in Eq. (23) represents the lassial fore and the seond one represents thestohasti fore. When the �rst term overwhelms the seond term,����V 0(h�2(N 0)i1=2)3H2(N ) ����� hf 2(N )i1=2H(N ) = H(N )2� ; (25)the lassial equation of motion begins to determine the dynamis of the Higgs �eld. Afterthat, its dynamis is deisive. We expet that monopole distribution is determined at thistime.Noting that the Hubble parameter is written byH2(N ) = H20 � 2N3 m2; (26)where H20 = m2'(t0)2=2, Eq. (23) readsd�(x;N )dN = ��1� �2M23H20 � 2Nm2� �(x;N ) + f(x;N )rH20 � 2N3 m2 : (27)Equation (27) is solved as�(N ) =8>><>>:�(N = 0) + Z N0 dN 0 f(x;N 0)rH20 � 2N 03 m2 exp"Z N 00 dN 00�1� �2M23H20 � 2N 00m2�#9>>=>>;� exp �� Z N0 dN 0�1� �2M23H20 � 2N 0m2��="�0 + Z N0 dN 0f(x;N )H0 �1� 2m2N 03H20 ��2M2=2m2�1=2 eN 0#� �1� 2m2N3H20 ���2M2=2m2 e�N : (28)From this solution, we an follow the evolution of the expetation value of the Higgs �eld,h�2(N )i = "h�20i+ H204�2 Z N0 dN 0�1� 2m2N 03H20 ��2M2=m2+1 e2N 0#�1� 2m2N3H20 ���2M2=m2 e�2N :(29)
11



Expanding the following terms aslog24e�2N �1� 2m2N3H20 ���2M2m2 35 =�2�2M23H20 � 2�N + 2�2m2M29H40 N 2+ �2M2m2 O �2m2N3H20 �3! ; (30)log24e2N �1� 2m2N3H20 ��2M2m2 +135 =2�1� �2M2 +m23H20 �N � 2m29H40 (m2 + �2M2)N 2+ ��2M2m2 + 1�O �2m2N3H20 �3! ; (31)and setting H20 = �2M23 ; (32)orresponding to m2�(H20 ) = 0, one obtains a following approximation,h�2(N )i '(h�20i+ �2M28p2�3=2 e1=2(1+)p2(1 + ) "erf p2(1 + ) N + 1p2(1 + )!� erf 1p2(1 + )!#)� exp�2N 2� ; (33)where we have de�ned  � �2M2=m2. Using the approximate expression,erf(x) ' 8><>:x (x� 1);1 (x� 1) (34)we �nd h�2(N )i '  h�20i+ m28p2�3=2 3e1=2(1+)p2(1 + )! exp�2N 2� ; (35)for N �p=2. Thus h�2(N )i starts to grow exponentially at that time and soon satis�esthe ondition Eq. (25). Therefore, we onlude that the dynamis of the Higgs �eld entersthe lassial regime at N 'p=2. 7 This orresponds to the Hubble parameterHf � H(tf) ' mp3 ��p2�1=2 ; (36)7 Here we have negleted the quarti term in the potential. This an be validated when �� 8p2�3=23=2.This ondition is derived from the ondition that the minimum of the Higgs potential at the number ofe-folds N is larger than h�2(N )i1=2 at small N . 12



where tf is de�ned as the monopole formation time. Ination ontinues after the phasetransition. The number of e-folds thereafter reads�N = 3H2f2m2 � 12 ' 12(�p2� 1): (37)Next we estimate the power spetrum of the distribution of the Higgs �eld in orderto estimate the number density of monopoles. Naively, one may assume that the meanseparation of monopoles would be the Hubble length at its formation time. However, due tothe inationary expansion, salar �elds are orrelated beyond the horizon sale, and heneits mean separation beomes larger than the Hubble length. The mode funtion of the Higgs�eld obeys the equation of motion,��k(t) + 3H _�k(t) + � ka(t)�2 �k(t) +m2�(t)�k(t) = 0: (38)De�ning a variable as ~�k � a3=2(t)�k, Eq. (38) an be rewritten as�~�k + "� ka(t)�2 +m2�(t)� 32 _H � 94H2# ~�k = 0: (39)In the inationary stage, the ondition j _Hj � H2 is satis�ed and hene we an approximatethe Hubble parameter H as a onstant over several expansion time sales. Then, we have~�k 'r �4HH(1)3=2 � kHa(t)� (40)for short-wave mode, k � Ha(t); m��(t)a(t). Here H(1)3=2 is the Hankel funtion of the �rstkind with rank 3/2 and we have taken the positive frequeny mode so that it oinides withthat in the Minkowski vauum in the short-wavelength limit. We have normalized ~�k as~�k(t) _~��k(t)� ~��k(t) _~�k(t) = i: (41)The mode with a omoving wavenumber k shifts from the short-wavelength regime to long-wavelength regime during the ourse of ination. Thus, the expression (41) should beonneted to the solution at long-wavelength regime. For the long-wavelength mode k �Ha(t); m��(t)a(t), Eq. (39) an be solved by means of the WKB approximation,~�k 'Aka3=2(tk)�S(tk)S(t) �1=2 exp �Z ttk S(t0)dt0� (42)13



where tk satis�es k = H(tk)a(tk) and S is de�ned as8S(t) = 32H  1 + 2 _H3H2 � 4m2�9H2!1=2 = ��2M2 � m22 � 3H24 �1=2 (43)Here, Ak is a numerial onstant, whih is determined below. Here, we neglet the deayingmode. Note that this approximation is valid when j _Sj � S2. In the epoh H ' �M , whihwe are interested in, this ondition is satis�ed.Conneting these solutions, we �ndAk 'rH2(tk)2k3 : (44)Thus we have the mode funtion in the long-wavelength regime,�k 'rH2(tk)2k3 �a(tk)a(t) �3=2 �S(tk)S(t) �1=2 exp �Z ttk S(t0)dt0� : (45)Noting thata = a(tk)eN = a(tk) exp � 32m2 (H(tk)2 �H(t)2)� ; (46)Z ttk S(t0)dt0 = 3m2 Z H(tk)H(t) ��2M2 � m22 � 3H 024 �1=2 dH 0= 3m2 �H(tk)4 p2(2�2M2 �m2)� 3H2(tk)� H(t)4 p2(2�2M2 �m2)� 3H2(t)� 1p3 ��2M2 � m22 �0�tan�1 H(tk)q43(�2M2 �m2=2)�H2(tk)� tan�1 H(t)q43(�2M2 �m2=2)�H2(t)1A9=;' 3m2 "r�2M2 � m22 (H(tk)�H(t))� H3(tk)�H3(t)8p�2M2 �m2=2!+ � � �# ; (47)we obtain�k 'rH2(tk)2k3 �S(tk)S(t) �1=2 exp"� 94m2 (H2(tk)�H2(t)) + 3m2r�2M2 � m22 (H(tk)�H(t))#=rH2(tk)2k3 �S(tk)S(t) �1=2 exp24� 94m2  H(tk)� 2m3 r� 12!2 + 94m2  H(t)� 2m3 r� 12!235 :(48)8 Here we use the fat that H = H0 �m2t=3. 14



Here we neglet the term higher than H(tk)3 � H(t)3, whih are suppressed by numerialfators that are smaller than O(10�1). The exponential fator in the power spetrum ofthe Higgs �eld has a peak at the sale k=a(tk) ' (2=3)mp� 1=2, whih haraterizes thepower spetrum. At larger sales, the power spetrum deays exponentially.From Eq. (48), the power spetrum of the Higgs �eld at t = tf is estimated asP� = j�kj2 ' H2(tk)2k3 �S(tk)S(t) � exp24� 92m2  H(tk)� 2m3 r� 12!2 + (2�p3)24 35 : (49)The power spetrum deays quikly at the sale that satis�esexp24� 92m2  H(tk)� 2m3 r� 12!235� 1: (50)At larger sale, any struture will not appear. Quantitatively, from the disussion of Ref.[24℄, we onjeture that the largest struture will form at the sale satisfyingexp24� 92m2  H(tk)� 2m3 r� 12!235 � 10�2: (51)This orresponds to the sale k satisfyingH(tk) ' m 23r� 12 + 1! : (52)In other words, the power spetrum deays at k < k.Now we estimate the distribution and number density of monopoles. For this purpose,we �rst onsider the distribution of a massless salar �eld in the de Sitter bakgroundwith Hubble parameter H. Suppose that a massless salar �eld � takes � = 0 at t = 0uniformly. This leads to the Gaussian distribution of � at t > 0 and sale-invariant spetrum,j�(k)j2 = H2=2k3. Then, the two-point probability distribution funtion reads,�2[�(x1; t) = �1; �(x2; t) = �2℄= 12�G(0; t)p1�G2(r; t)=G2(0; t) exp���21 + �22 � 2(G(r; t)=G(0; t))�1�22G(0; t)[1�G2(r; t)=G2(0; t)℄ � ; (53)whereG(0; t) = h�2(x; t)i = H3t4�2 ; (54)G(r; t) = h�(x1; t)�(x2; t)i = H3t4�2 �1� 1Ht log(Hr)� ; r � jx1 � x2j > H�1: (55)15



Sine �2 expresses the probability at t that the value of � is �1 at x = x1 and �2 at x = x2,any orrelation funtion hF [�(x1; t); �(x2; t)℄i is written byhF [�(x1; t); �(x2; t)℄i = Z 1�1 d�1 Z 1�1 d�2F [�1; �2℄�2[�1; �2; t℄: (56)Note that a monopole exists between two separate points if all the signs of three salar �eldsare opposite at these two points. Then, the probability of existene of monopoles betweenx1 and x2 isP (t) = �Z 0�1 d�1 Z 10 d�22�2[�1; �2; t℄�3 = 1�3 �os�1�G(r; t)G(0; t)��3= 1�3 �os�1�1� 1Ht log(Hr)��3 : (57)For Ht� 1 and Hr ' e, it an be approximated asP (t) ' 23=2�3(Ht)3=2 : (58)Let us relate P (t) to the distribution of monopoles. De�ne n(V ) as the number densityof monopoles. Here V � l3, where l is the mean separation of monopoles. In other words,V is the volume that a monopole oupies. The possible value of V is H�3 . V . H�3e3Ht.P (t) an be understood as the probability that there is a monopole within a distane of e=H.Thus, it an be expressed as P (t) ' e3H�3 Z H�3e3HtH�3 n(V; t)dV: (59)Comparing Eq. (58) and Eq. (59), we arrive at the relation,n(V; t) / V ��; � ' 1; (60)for large Ht. Therefore, we onlude that if a Higgs �eld has a sale-invariant power spe-trum, the resultant number density of monopoles would be n(V ) / V �1. The possible valueof V is determined by the sales where the sale invariane holds.From the disussion above, the average number density of monopoles an be estimatedas nm(tf) ' Z (k=a(tf ))�3H�3f n(V; tf)dV ' R (k=a(tf ))�3H�3f V �1dVR (k=a(tf ))�3H�3f dV = 3 log(Hfa(tf)=k)(k=a(tf))�3 �H�3f : (61)16



Note that k=a(tf) is written aska(tf) = a(tk)a(tf) ka(tk) = exp �� 32m2 (H(tk)2 �H(tf)2)�H(tk): (62)Exponential expansion of the Universe ontinues after the phase transition until inationends at H ' He = p1=6m'e=MG ' m=p3. The number of e-folds between the phasetransition and the end of ination has been estimated in Eq. (37). Therefore, monopolesprodued at the phase transition are diluted and the average number density of monopolesat the end of ination is estimated asnm(te) ' nm(tf) exp ��32(�p2� 1)� : (63)At larger , nm(te) behaves asnm(te) ' 4m35=227 e�2 = 4(�M)527m2 exp ��2�2M2m2 � : (64)B. Constraints on the model parameterLet us estimate the present monopole abundane. After ination, the inaton startsdamped osillation and the Universe expands like the matter-dominated era. Eventually,the inaton deays into radiation and the Universe is reheated. The monopole-to-entropyratio is �xed after the reheating, and it is estimated asnms (tR) ' 34 � g�gs�� TRm2M2Gnm(te); (65)where TR is the reheating temperature and g� ' gs� ' 200 are the relativisti degrees offreedom. If there are no late-time entropy prodution proesses, this quantity is onserveduntil the present time.The abundane of monopoles are onstrained by the ondition that it must not exeedthe dark matter abundane. The present dark matter abundane is given by [43℄
DMh2 ' 0:11; (66)where h � H0=(100 km se�1Mp�1) � 0:7 and H0 is the present Hubble parameter. Thisan be rewritten in terms of the dark matter energy density-to-entropy ratio,�DMs ' 4:1� 10�10GeV: (67)17



On the other hand, from Eqs. (5) and (65), the present monopole abundane is estimatedas �ms = Mmnms '3:2� 10�8� M1015GeV��0:5gG �� g�g�s�� m1013GeV��nm(te)m3 �TR: (68)Therefore, the onstraint on the monopole abundane is expressed asTR < 1:3� 10�2GeV � � M1015GeV��1 � gG0:5��g�sg� �� m1013GeV��1�nm(te)m3 ��1 : (69)Next we onsider the onstraint from the ux of monopoles. The average number densityof monopoles estimated above orresponds to the ux of monopoles asF = nmvm4� '9:1� 10�9m�2sr�1s�1� � �m10�3�� g�g�s�� m1013GeV�� TR106GeV��nm(te)m3 � ; (70)where vm � �m is the average veloity of monopoles. Monopoles are aelerated by thegravitational or magneti �eld of our galaxy. Gravitational �eld an aelerate monopolesup to the virial veloity, �m � 10�3, and magneti �eld an aelerate them up to �m �10�3(Mm=1017GeV)1=2 [46℄. Here we treat it as a parameter. If monopoles are heavy,Mm & 1017GeV, the galati magneti �eld annot aelerate monopoles above the virialveloity and monopoles are lumped in galaxies. In this ase, the number density andthe ux of monopoles are enhaned by the fator of up to 105 [46℄. For the sale we areinterested in, �M ' 1013GeV, the monopole mass is Mm = 4�M=gG > 1015�17GeV, for� � 10�1 � 10�3. On the other hand, the monopole ux is severely onstrained from theondition that the galati magneti �eld is not dissipated by the monopole from the verybeginning of the galaxy formation. This is known as the extended Parker bound [47℄, whihreads F . 1:2� 10�16� Mm1017GeV� m�2sr�1s�1: (71)This translates into the onstraint on the reheating temperature,TR . 3:3� 10�9GeV � g0:5��1� �m10�3��1�g�sg� �� m1013GeV��1� M1015GeV��nm(te)m3 ��1 ;(72)if monopoles are distributed uniformly in the Universe, andTR . 3:3� 10�14GeV � g0:5��1� �m10�3��1�g�sg� �� m1013GeV��1� M1015GeV��nm(te)m3 ��1 ;(73)18



if monopoles are lumped in the galaxy. Note that nm(te) behaves nm(te) / 5=4 exp(�2) =(�M=m)5=2 exp(�2�2M2=m2) at large �M=m, but it has more ompliated dependene on�M=m at the parameter region where we are interested in.Now we turn to the possibility of diret detetion of monopoles [36℄. IeCube will be ableto put the severest onstraints on the monopole ux. It has a sensitivity to nonrelativistimagneti monopoles thorough the atalyzed nuleon deay. IeCube (3-year) may have asensitivity of monopole ux [36℄9, F � 10�19m�2sr�1s�1 (74)for Mm > 1017GeV. Therefore, even if the ux of monopoles are lower than the urrentonstraints desribed above, they an be deteted by IeCube ifTR & 1:1� 10�16GeV � g0:5��1� �m10�3��1�g�sg� �� m1013GeV��1�nm(te)m3 ��1 : (75)Here we have taken into aount the lumped distribution of suh heavy monopoles. Inthis ase, we an prove (or disprove) the senario, ombined with the results from CMBpolarization measurements to determine the ination energy sale, as well as the reheatingtemperature of the Universe.Figures 1 and 2 show the onstraints on the reheating temperature. In the ase of � � 0:1,the monopole mass is relatively small,Mm � 1015GeV. In this ase, the magneti �eld of thegalaxy aelerates monopoles up to �m ' 10�2, whih exeeds the virial veloity and theyare distributed uniformly. IeCube may not have sensitivity to suh monopoles althoughareful estimation is required. In the ase of � � 10�3, on the other hand, the monopolemass is around Mm � 1017GeV. In this ase, monopoles are lumped in the galaxy. Wean see that these onditions are stronger than the onstraint from the gravitino problem,TR < 106�9GeV [35℄, atM ' (2�4)�1013GeV��1. We an also see that there are parameterregions where monopole detetion an be expeted by IeCube while these onstraints areavoided.Let us summarize the results of this setion for the model given by (9) and (10). i) Thease of M < 1013��1 GeV is inompatible with the standard osmologial senario beause9 For the onstraints on the ux of relativisti monopoles, see Ref. [40℄. Latest onstraints by ANTARESare given in Ref. [41℄. For the prospet of the onstraints by IeCube, see Ref. [42℄.19



FIG. 1: The allowed region of the reheating temperature (longitudinal axis) and the symmetrybreaking sale M (horizontal axis). Dashed (yellow) line suggests the IeCube 3-year sensitivity.Here we set � = 10�3(10�1) on the upper (lower) panel and �m = 10�3(10�2).monopoles would overlose the Universe. Note that it is possible to dilute monopoles bysome late-time entropy prodution proesses, whih an be veri�ed by future gravitationalwave experiments [33℄ suh as DECIGO [48℄ or BBO [49℄. ii) The ase ofM � 1013��1 GeVis the most interesting and the ux of monopoles may be within the reah of IeCube [36℄,depending on the hoie of � and TR. iii) In the ase of M > 1013��1 GeV, monopoles arediluted during ination suÆiently and there are no signi�ant e�ets on osmology. As aresult, if the PLANCK satellite [28, 29℄ or other B-mode measurements should favor haotiination, the symmetry breaking sale would be onstrained.
20



FIG. 2: The allowed region of the reheating temperature (longitudinal axis) and the ouplingonstant � (horizontal axis). Dashed (yellow) line suggests the IeCube 3-year sensitivity. Here weset M = 1016(1014)GeV on the upper (lower) panel and �m = 10�3(10�2).C. Realisti ModelsThus far, we have studied general features of phase transitions during F-term (haoti)ination. Then, a natural question is whether this mehanism an be embedded in spei�models of SUSY GUTs. In this setion, we omment on this issue using some realisti GUTmodels. We also note that in some symmetry breaking patterns, not only monopoles butalso domain walls ould be produed and the onstraint would beome severer than ourestimate in the previous setion.One of the simplest andidates of SUSY GUT is an SU(5) model [50℄. In this model, wean realize the symmetry breaking SU(5) ! SU(3) � SU(2)L � U(1)Y by introduing an21



adjoint Higgs multiplet � and assume a superpotential, suh asW = S(�2 � �Tr�2)� �Tr�3: (76)However, this model turns out to have separated minima with di�erent gauge symmetries,namely, SU(4) � U(1) and SU(3) � SU(2) � U(1). In our senario, Higgs �eld an fallinto both of the minima. These minima are topologially disonneted and hene domainwalls should be formed as well as monopoles. Thus we do not have a onsistent osmologialevolution senario in this ase, unless the symmetry breaking ours well before the omovingHubble sale today left the Hubble radius during ination. Thus we annot hope to detetmagneti monopoles.On the other hand, the Pati-Salam model [51℄, SU(4)C � SU(2)L � SU(2)R, whih isbroken by two Higgs multiplets, H = (4; 1; 2) and �H = (�4; 1; 2), is appliable in our senario.The superpotential is given by W = �S(H �H � �2): (77)This model has a SU(3)�SU(2)L�U(1)Y vauum at jHj = j �Hj = �. For these �elds, thereare only three degree of freedom in the D-at diretion. Therefore, the pattern of symmetrybreaking is unique. During the ourse of this phase transition, monopole prodution isinevitable and hene our senario disussed in the previous setion an be applied. It wouldbe interesting to seek for other models with the same symmetry breaking property andinvestigate their phenomenology. This is left for future study.IV. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSIONIn this paper, we have studied phase transition driven by Hubble-indued mass in su-persymmetri F-term ination models10. We have found that in supersymmetri F-termination models the breaking sale of GUT and other intermediate symmetry group, whihis assoiated with the prodution of monopoles and domain walls, are onstrained to belarger than the Hubble sale during ination, beause the Hubble-indued mass inevitablyarises in supersymmetri F-term ination models [18℄. If future CMB observations suh asPLANCK [28, 29℄, QUIET+PolarBeaR [30℄ or LiteBIRD [30, 31℄ will detet the B-mode10 Formation of osmi strings in the same mehanism will be disussed elsewhere [52℄.22



polarization and determine the ination energy sale, we an diretly onstrain the symme-try breaking sale. As a onrete example, we have foused on the haoti ination modelbeause its energy sale is rather lose to the GUT sale and we studied the monopole pro-dution in detail. We have obtained onstraints on the symmetry breaking sale in orderfor the monopole abundane produed during the ourse of ination not to ontradit withobservational bounds. If the symmetry breaking takes plae lose to the end of haotiination, future experiments suh as IeCube [36℄ may be able to disover the signatures ofmonopoles.We have opened a new window to onstrain GUT or other uni�ed theories by onsideringthe phase transition during ination. This study relates the CMB observations to theexperiments dediated for diret detetion of monopoles. As a theoretial issue, it maybe interesting to investigate phenomenologial aspets of onrete GUT models suh as thePati-Salam model [51℄ in the light of our suggestions.AknowledgmentsK.K. would like to thank W. Buhm�uller for the useful omments. This work was partiallysupported by JSPS Grant-in-Aid for Sienti� Researh Nos. 22244030 (K.N.) and 23340058(J.Y.), and Grant-in-Aid for Sienti� Researh on Innovative Areas No. 21111006 (K.N. andJ.Y.).
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